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Appendix

The following appendix is designed to provide interested persons with the inventory of numeral classifiers isolated in Tenejapa Tzeltal to this point. It is highly important to point out that the glosses employed do not, except in the grossest sense, approach the semantic ranges of each classifier, or of the root forms from which they are derived. As Metzger has recently noted,

...translation parallels have serious limitations as a device for understanding the description.... Thus, Frake (1961) in his discussion of Subanun medical beliefs, speaks of English "glosses" for the Subanun structure of things—the glosses being understood to proximate devices to give the reader a sense of the familiar.... The translation parallels are descriptive crutches designed to help the reader who will not subsequently attempt to reformulate the description or test its adequacy to "understand" the approximate content. (1963:15-16)

Not until an adequate analysis can be made, utilizing the technique of photography, both still shots and cinema film, and perhaps recording tapes (for forms with auditory components of relevance) and including the responses of numerous informants, can one presume to offer glosses that even begin to approach relevant distinctions made by Tenejapa Tzeltal speakers.

The inventory is presented in terms of the position and articulation of the phonemes of Tenejapa Tzeltal (excluding those phonemes, /b, d, g/, which are limited to occurrence in lexemes of known Spanish origin). I.e.,

p, p', t, t', ʃ, ʃ', č, č', k, k', ?, b', ʁ, ɾ, h, m, n, l, w, y
Vowels: i, e, a, o, u

The phoneme /r/ does not occur initially in any numeral classifier in our data.
Each classifier entry will be followed by the root from which it is derived. If the classifier is derived from a positional verb root, the gloss for that root will be given as it is derived as a transitive verb base (by the stem formative -an). Where possible, the entry will include those classifiers judged by informants to participate in the same semantic domain(s). Where glosses alone are obviously not appropriate, line drawings will be attempted.

Only in those instances where we have determined with some certainty the general range of the classifier have we included the nouns for the objects or actions enumerated. For example, there are numerous classifiers utilized in the enumeration of highly specific and complex actions of 'hitting' or 'striking.' The classifier is selected, among other things, in terms of the type of actions and the object on which the action is directed. The glosses given, however, will most generally indicate only enumeration of 'blows' or the like. An inventory of each classifier with a listing of the nouns occurring commonly with it is in preparation.

The following abbreviations will be used: tv - transitive verb; pos. v. - positional verb; n - noun; iv - intransitive verb; p - particle; ? - indicates unknown or uncertain derivation.

Index of classifiers by page number:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>ŋ</th>
<th>A19</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>A33</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p'</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>A21</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>A38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>A24</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>A40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t'</td>
<td>A11</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>A26</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>A42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>A14</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>A27</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>A46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ'</td>
<td>A16</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>A30</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>A47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>A17</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>A31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. pihp 'enumeration of sounds of horn, trumpet' < ?

2. pihti 'enumeration of actions of pressing with fingers (as when testing fruit for ripeness)' < tv -pit' 'to press with fingers,' cf. pihk, pihč', pohč', puhč', pe', hahš, nihš, neht', yam

3. pihč 'enumeration of actions involved in prying up, as heavy object with pole, etc.' < tv -pič 'to pry up with pole,' cf. pihč, sel

4. pihči 'enumeration of presses on object, such that matter is extended (as to press on banana, the pulp being extended)' < tv -pič 'to press such that matter is extended'

5. pihč 'enumeration of prying up one end of lengthy object' < tv -pič 'to pry up one end,' cf. pihč, sel

6. pihči 'enumeration of squeezes with hand' < tv -pič 'to squeeze with hand,' cf. piht', pihk, pohč', puhč', p'e', hahš, nihš, neht', yam

7. pik 'enumeration by 8000 (occurs only with numeral h-,'one')' cf. text.

8. pihk 'enumeration of actions of touching with fingers' < tv -pik 'to touch with fingers,' cf. piht', pihč', pohč', puhč', p'e', hahš, nihš, neht', yam

9. pihs 'enumeration of small sphere-shaped pieces of rope-like materials' < tv -pis 'to make rope-approximate materials into sphere shape,' cf. pebc', puhš, tom, tuhš, čahp, k'am, kehš, b'ehč', šay, šoht, hil, līhk, yom

10. pihš 'enumeration of objects wrapped, or covered in flexible materials,' < ?, cf. pohš

11. pehp 'enumeration of cries of geese, frogs' < ?, cf. š'ihp, č'aw

12. peht 'enumeration of items, usually plant stems, with origin in common stem; armfuls of plant stems' < ?, cf. p'o', p'ol, tihk', čohp, čob', čah, čahk', hum', wehs

13. pahč 'enumeration of each weighing of cargo' < ?, cf. pahč
14. pehc 'enumeration of actions of picking up objects, such as boards, etc.' < tv -pec 'to pick it up,' cf. pahc

15. pehc 'enumeration of braided pieces of rope-like material' < ?, cf. pihs, puhš, tom, tuhš, čahp, k'am, kehš, b'ehč', śay, soht, hil, lihk, yom

16. pahc 'enumeration of actions of picking up objects,' cf. earthen jars, gourds, etc. < tv. -pač 'to pick it up,' cf. pehc

17. pahc 'enumeration of chews of soft foods (certain fruits, corn dough)' < tv -pač 'to masticate soft foods,' cf. p'um, ti?, t'om, č'u?, kahš, k'uhš, b'uhš', hahš', horn, mahš', nehš', nehs, nul, lo?, we?

18. pahk 'enumeration of folds in cloth-like materials' < tv -pak 'to make folds in cloth-like materials,' cf. șub

19. pahk 'enumeration of actions and/or objects pasted or stuck to another surface < pos. v. pak'*, cf. (-pahkan 'to stick it to surface of something'), cf. č'ihh, nahp', nohš

20. pahs 'enumeration of terms completed, made' < tv -pas 'to make it'

21. pam 'enumeration of level objects, such as fields, etc.' < pos. v. pam*, cf. (-paman 'to make it level')

22. pal 'enumeration of hanging objects in shape of beehive, grape cluster, etc.' < ?, cf. woh, čeh

23. pay 'enumeration of actions of cooking' < tv -pay 'to cook it,' cf. č'il

24. pohš 'enumeration of objects wrapped in flexible materials' < tv -pohš 'to wrap in flexible materials,' cf. pihs

25. pohš 'enumeration of pressing to form indentations in malleable objects' < tv -pohš 'to press to make indentations with fingers,' cf. piht', pihk, pihč', pohš', puhš', p'e?, hahš, nihs, neht', yam
26. pohc 'enumeration of pliable items extended but in state of disuse' < pos. v. poč*, cf. (=pohčan 'to extend flexible objects'), cf. pohč', k'ih, k'iy, lihč', lim

27. pohc' 'enumeration of action of peeling certain fruits < tv -poč' 'to peel certain fruits,' cf. lehč', hehč'

28. pohk 'enumeration of times washed on surface of certain objects' (cf. text) < tv -pok 'to wash over surface,' cf. sahp, sahk', ća', suhk

29. pohk' 'enumeration of flexible items in extended position' (cf. blankets) < pos. v. pok**, cf. (=pohk'an 'to extend flexible materials), cf. pohč, k'ih, k'iy, lihč', lim

30. pol- 'enumeration of actions of opening by unrolling, as tamales, grass mat, etc.' < tv -pol 'to unroll'

31. puhč 'enumeration of blows with woody-stemmed plant, with no accompanying sound' < tv -puč 'to strike with woody-stemmed plant,' cf. puh, pub', pum, p'ehš, t'ehš, ten, t'en, t'aš, t'ohš, t'os, t'ohs, čin, čan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lahč', lohč, lohk, wohč

32. puhč' 'enumeration of actions and/or bends in objects with resilient stem' < tv -puč' 'to bend objects with resilient stems,' cf. p'ihš, k'ahs', ćuy

33. puhči 'enumeration of actions of making indentations with fingers' < tv -puči 'to make indentations with fingers,' cf. piht', pihc', pihk, pohč', puč', p'e', bahš, nihs, neht', yam

34. puhk 'enumeration of actions involved in distribution of objects' < tv -puk 'to distribute it'

35. puhk' 'enumeration of actions of mixing elements in liquid' < ?, cf. kahp, mihs, mahš, wohč

36. pub' 'enumeration of blows with stick' < tv -pub' to strike with stick,' cf. puh, puhč, pub', pum, p'ehš, t'ehš, ten, t'en, t'aš, t'ohš, t'os, t'ohs, čin, čan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lahč', lohč, lohk, wohč
37. **puhś**  'enumeration of loops in rope-like materials' \(< tv -puhś 'to make loops in rope-like materials,' cf. pihs, pehč', tom, tuhč, čahp, k'am, kehč, b'ehč', šay, šoht, hil, lihk, yom

38. **pum**  'enumeration of blows accompanied by sound' \(< tv -pum 'to strike blows accompanied by sound,' cf. puh, puhč, pub', p'ehč, t'ehč, ten, t'en, t'aḥ, t'ohč, t'os, t'ohs, čin, čan, č'iḥ, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lačč, lohč, wohč'

39. **pul**  'enumeration of budding sprouts, branches' \(< tv pul- 'to bud, sprout'

40. **pul**  'enumeration of action of filling boxes, sacks, etc.' \(< tv -pul 'to fill up boxes, sacks, etc.,' cf. b'ut', b'uht', -hohp, -soh

41. **p'ihč**  'enumeration of jumps of small animals' \(< tv -p'it 'to jump,' cf. p'aht, wil

42. **p'ihč**  'enumeration of actions of removing threads from sewn items, removing bark from stem' \(< tv -p'ič 'to take out threads, remove bark'

43. **p'iḥ**  'enumeration of flatulations' \(< ?

44. **p'ihs**  'enumeration of specific measurement, usually liquid' \(< tv -p'is 'to make specific measurement of liquid,' cf. č'utub', haw, hoht, šaht'

45. **p'ih**  'enumeration of action, and/or partial breakage in cylindrical objects' \(< tv -p'ih 'to partially break, to crack,' cf. p'uhč', k'ahs, huy

46. **p'in**  'enumeration of potfuls of certain objects' \(< tv p'in 'pot'

47. **p'il**  'enumeration of blinks of eyes' \(< tv -p'il 'to blink eyes,' cf. p'al, -č'ühk, č'oḥ, č'iḥ, č'iw, muhč', wihič

48. **p'ehč**  'enumeration of each beginning step for young child' tv -p'ehč 'to begin to walk,' cf. tehč, t'ehč, čohč
49. **p'ehk** 'enumeration of falling objects in process of falling, e.g., fruit from trees' \(\leftrightarrow\) pos. v. **p'ekh**, cf. \(-p'ehkan\ 'to fall from tree')

50. **p'e?** 'enumeration of presses with thumb' \(\leftrightarrow\) tv -p'e\(\text{?}\) 'to make presses with thumb,' cf. piht', pihc', pihk', pohc', puhc', hahc', nihc', neht', yam

51. **p'eh\(\text{?}\)** 'enumeration of blows on body (stomach or back, with open hand)' \(\leftrightarrow\) tv -p'e\(\text{?}\) 'to strike body (stomach or back) with open hand,' cf. pub', puhc', pub', pum', t'ehc', ten', t'en', t'a\(\text{?}\), t'ohc', t'os', t'ohs', c'ihc', c'anh', c'ih\(\text{?}\), kan', k'ohc', kuhc', b'ahc', mahc', lah\(\text{?}\), lohc', wohc'

52. **p'eh** 'enumeration of inherently rounded, spherical objects' \(\leftrightarrow\) ?

53. **p'ew** 'enumeration of actions of separation of groups of objects' \(\leftrightarrow\) tv -p'ew 'to separate,' cf. saht

54. **p'aiht** 'enumeration of jumps of small animals' \(\leftrightarrow\) tv -p'at 'to jump,' cf. p'iht, wil

55. **p'ah\(\text{?}\)** 'enumeration of sounds of footfalls' \(\leftrightarrow\) ?

56. **p'ah\(\text{?}\)** 'enumeration of blows of cutting at right angles (i.e., vertical cut made)' \(\leftrightarrow\) tv -p'as 'to cut with vertical strokes,' cf. p'ah\(\text{?}\), tuc'h', tuy, kib'h', kihs, kehs, hehs, hohs, hohs, saht, seht', sew, wehs

57. **p'ah\(\text{?}\)** 'enumeration of blows of cutting at slanting angles, i.e., not right angles' \(\leftrightarrow\) tv -p'as 'to cut, at slanting angles,' cf. p'ah\(\text{?}\), tuc'h', tuy, kib'h', kihs, kehs, hehs, hohs, hohs, saht, seht', sew, wehs

58. **p'al** 'enumeration of blinks of eyes' \(\leftrightarrow\) tv -p'al 'to blink eyes,' cf. p'il, c'uhk, c'o\(\text{?}\), c'ih\(\text{?}\), c'iw', muh\(\text{?}\), wihk

59. **p'al** 'enumeration of words, speech' \(\leftrightarrow\) ?

60. **p'oht** 'enumeration of sounds of popping corn, cracking cinders in fire, etc.' \(\leftrightarrow\) ?
61. *p'ohk* 'enumeration of round, nodule-like knots in rope, knobs in stick' < pos. v. *p'ok*<sup>5</sup>, cf. ←*p'ohkan* 'to make nodules in rope, knobs, etc.'<sup>1</sup>, cf. ɕ'ahk, čuhk, suh, suh't, hiht', noht


63. *p'ohs* 'enumeration of groups of objects' < pos. v. *p'os*<sup>5</sup>, cf. ←*p'ohsan* 'to become nude', cf. t'ahš

64. *p'ol* 'enumeration of groups of objects' < pos. v. *p'ol*<sup>5</sup> 'to be grouped together', cf. peht, *p'o?*, tihk', čohp, čob', čah, čahk', hum wehs

65. *p'uhs* 'enumeration of bends in objects' < pos. v. *p'us*<sup>5</sup>, cf. ←*p'uhsan* 'to bend it', cf. p'ub, keh, b'ehč, bohč, mehč, mohč

66. *p'uh* 'enumeration of minute bends in objects' < pos. v. *p'uh*<sup>5</sup>, cf. p'ubs, keh, b'ehč, bohč, mehč, mohč

67. *p'um* 'enumeration of sounds emitted during mastication of hard, solid foods' < tv-*p'um* 'to masticate hard foods', cf. pahč', t'om', ċ'u', kahč, k'uhč, b'uhč', hahč', hom, mahč', mehč', nehs, nul, lo', we?

68. *p'uuy* 'enumeration of actions of grinding between fingers' < tv-*p'uuy* 'to grind between fingers', cf. čew, huhč', noy, mihč

69. *tihč* 'enumeration of objects extended in specific fashion over edge of flat plane' < pos. v. *tič*<sup>5</sup> (?), cf. ←*tihčan* 'to extend over edge', cf. tiw, bihč, b'ahč

70. *tihk'* 'enumeration of groups of animate objects' < tv-*tihk'* 'to gather together', cf. peht, *p'o?*, *p'ol*, tihk', čohp, čob', čah, čahk', hum, wehs

71. *ti'??* 'enumeration of bites of flesh only' < tv-*ti'??* 'to eat flesh', cf. pahč', p'um, t'om, ċ'u?, kahč, k'uhč, b'uhč', hahč', hom, mahč', nehč', nehs, mil, lo?, we?

72. *ti?* 'enumeration of actions of knocking down piles, standing items' < tv-*ti?* 'to knock down', cf. hem
73. *tim* 'enumeration of actions of plucking tense rope-like materials, causing vibration' \(<\) *tv* \(-\)tim 'to pluck tense rope-like material causing to vibrate,' \(\text{cf. } \)t'ihc, *tim

74. *tiw* 'enumeration of objects extended in specific fashion over edge of flat plane' \(<\) pos. v. *tiw*, \(\text{cf. } \)t'aw \(-\)tiwan 'to place with one end extended over edge'), \(\text{cf. } \)tihc, b'ihc, b'ahc

75. *tehp* 'each falting step of child, beginning to walk' \(<\) *tv* \(-\)tep 'to begin to walk,' \(\text{cf. } \)p'ehc, *teh*·, *coh*

76. *teh*· 'enumeration of small bunch-like grouping of fiber-like materials' \(<\)

77. *tehc* 'enumeration of raised whelps, wounds over body' \(<\)

78. *ten* 'enumeration of classes of items, kinds of items' \(<\)

79. *tehk* 'enumeration of living plants' \(<\)

80. *tehk*· 'enumeration of objects in standing position' \(<\) pos. v. *tek*, \(\text{cf. } \)t'ehc, *coh*·, *coh*··, keh, koh, kuh, kub'h, k'ihc, k'ahc, b'uhc, bohc, hoht, huhk, meh'h, nahk, liht, wuhc

81. *tehs* 'enumeration of actions of combing of hair' \(<\) *tv* \(-\)tas 'to comb it'

82. *ten* 'enumeration of blows of rock, hard stone, etc. in pounding' \(<\) *tv* \(-\)ten 'to pound with stone,' \(\text{cf. } \)puh'h, pu'h, pu'b, pum, p'eh'h, t'eh'h, t'en, t'a'h, t'oh'h, t'os, t'ohs, sin, ean, c'ih, kah, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lah'h, loh'h, lohk, wohc

83. *tel* 'enumeration of vertical, mound-like objects' \(<\) pos. v. *tel*, \(\text{cf. } \)t'slan 'to form into vertical mound-like objects' \(\text{cf. photos in text}), \(\text{cf. } \)tu'h, t'el, kuh, kul, k'ah, k'ol, seh,p, hen, noh, les, len, wol

84. *tah*· 'enumeration of action of pulling' \(<\) *tv* \(-\)ta'h 'to pull it along,' \(\text{cf. } \)ki', kil, hohc, niht
85. tahč́ 'enumeration of actions of movement of neck, lifting head' < tv -tahč́ 'to lift head,' cf. tehč́, čońč́, čuv, keh, koh, kuh, kuhč́, k'ihč́, k'ahč́, b'uńč́, sōńč́, hońč́, hūńč́, meńč́, nahč́, lińč́, wuńč́

86. tahse 'enumeration of actions and/or objects being pulled out of stacks' < tv -tahse 'to pull out of stack,' cf. č'nıhp, hōńč́

87. tam 'enumeration of each action of picking up objects (e.g., from ground)' < tv -tam 'to pick up from ground,' cf. tol, čahk, čehč́

88. tohe 'enumeration of action and/or objects uprooted' < tv -tohe 'to pull out, roots attached,' cf. tohč́, b'uń, sōńp, hōńč́

89. toč́ 'enumeration of pieces of bark, plaster, wood, etc.' < tv -toč́ 'to remove surface covering, e.g., bark, plaster, wood, etc.' cf. t'ıł, t'uńh, k'al, śeńt, śeńt', wuńh', wuy

90. t'ohk' 'enumeration of actions on object (usually plants) pulled from ground, item breaking in half' < tv -tok' 'to pull out of ground, partially broken during process,' cf. tohč́, b'uń, sōńp, hōńč́

91. toʊh 'enumeration of times paid, paying' < ?

92. tom 'enumeration of bundles of flexible, lengthy materials' < tv -tom 'to make bundles of flexible, lengthy, materials,' cf. pihs, pehč́, puhń, tuńh, cańh, k'am, keńh, b'ehč́, śay, śońt, hıł, lińh, yom

93. tol 'enumeration of times grabbed' < tv -tol 'to grab, fistfuls,' cf. tam, čahk, čehč́

94. toy 'enumeration of actions of raising up' < tv -toy 'to raise up,' cf. k'ehč́, hahč́, lińh, lońhč́

95. tuńh 'enumeration of small bunches of rope-like materials' < ?, cf. pihs, pehč́, puhń, tom, tuńh, čahp, k'am, keńh, b'ehč́, śay, śońt, hıł, lińh, yom

96. tuńh́ 'enumeration of long, horizontal, tamale-shaped objects' < tv -tuńh́ 'to form into long, horizontal, tamale-shape (cf. photos in text),' cf. tel, t'el, kuh, kul, k'ańt, k'ol, sęńp, hen, nol, lęń, len, wol
97. tuhc  *enumeration of objects in vertical position due to insertion in earth, held in hand, etc.* (contrast with t'uhc, cf. text) < pos. v. tuč*, cf. (-tuhčan 'to place in vertical position by insertion in earth, holding in hand, etc.'), cf. t'uhč

98. tuhc  *enumeration of actions of cutting* < tv -tuč* 'to cut it,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuy, kihč, kihs, kehs, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohs, seht, seht', sew, wehs

99. tuhk  *enumeration of times of bartering* < pos. v. tuk*, cf. (n tuhkul 'barter,' tv. -tuhkulta 'to barter'), cf. č'ahk, čon, man

100. tub  *enumeration of pimples, swelling on body, etc.* < ?, cf. b'uhs

101. tul  *general enumeration of humans* < ?

102. tul  *enumeration of actions of plucking certain fruit from plants, i.e., chili peppers, leaves, etc.* (cf. text), cf. č'tuy, ka?, k'ah, k'ohk, hohk

103. tuy  *enumeration of action of cutting, especially flesh* < tv -tuy 'to cut, especially flesh,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuhc, kihč, kihs, kehs, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohs, seht, seht', sew, wehs

104. tihp  *enumeration of plucks on guitar string, where vibration is strongly muted* < ?, cf. tim, t'im

105. t'ib*  *enumeration of falling drops of water* < pos. v. t'ib*, cf. (-t'ib'an 'to cause drops of water to fall'), cf. t'ay, t'ul, gub, g'ub, čohk', č'am, č'ol, k'ep', p'ehs', b'ihs, b'ur, mal, wih, wihč, yuhk

106. tihs  *enumeration of times battered, times moving object encounters obstacle* < ?

107. t'il  *enumeration of pieces of broken crockery, bricks, tile, etc.* < tv -t'il 'to break into pieces, bricks, crockery, tile, etc.,' cf. tohč, t'uhs, k'al, šeh, šeht, wuhk', wuy

108. t'im  *enumeration of plucking of guitar string, causing vibration* < tv -t'im 'to pluck guitar string,' cf. tim, t'ihp

109. tehč  *enumeration of initial steps in walking, i.e., of children* < tv -t'ehč 'to take initial steps,' cf. p'ehč, tehč, čohč
110. t'ehk 'enumeration of sounds of rapidly falling steps, footfalls, etc.' < ?

111. t'ehš 'enumeration of blows with broad board' < tv -t'ēš 'to strike with broad board,' cf. pub, puhé, pub', pum, p'ehš, ten, t'en, t'aš, t'ohž, t'os, t'ohs, čin, čan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lahč', lohž, lohk, wohč

112. t'en 'enumeration of blows on drum, etc.' < tv -t'en 'to strike drum,' cf. pub, puhé, pub', pum, p'ehš, t'ehš, ten, t'aš, t'ohž, t'os, t'ohs, čin, čan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lahč', lohž, lohk, wohč

113. t'el 'enumeration of whelps on body' < pos. v. t'el*, cf. (-t'elan 'to raise whelps on body [may be identical form, but with semantic extension to t'el, referring to specific shape, cf. __], cf. kub'

114. t'el 'enumeration of wedge-like forms' < pos. v. t'el*, cf. (-t'elan 'to form into wedge shape': cf. photos in text), cf. tel, tūhž', kuh, kul, k'ah, k'ol, sehp, hen, nol, leş, len, wohl

115. teb' 'enumeration of a small quantity of something' (occurs only with numeral h- 'one'), cf. text

116. tab' 'enumeration by twenty' (occurs only with h- 'one', cf. text)

117. t'ahš 'enumeration of actions of stretching, extending' < tv -t'as 'to stretch, extend'

118. t'as 'enumeration of blows with open hand' < tv t'aš*, cf. (-t'aš't'u 'to strike with open hand'), cf. puh, puhé, pub, pum, p'ehš, t'ehš, ten, t'en, t'ohž, t'os, t'ohs, č'in, č'an, č'ih, kan, k'oh, b'ah, mah, lahč, lohž, lohk, wohč

119. t'ahš 'enumeration of times becoming nude' < pos. v. t'aš*, cf. (-t'ahšan 'to become nude'), cf. p'ohš

120. t'ay 'enumeration of drops of viscous liquid' < tv -t'ay 'to cause to drop viscous liquid,' cf. t'ib', t'ul, čuh, č'uh, čohk, č'am, č'ol, k'eb', t'ehš', b'ihš, b'ur, mal, wiž', yuhk
121. t'ohp 'enumeration of actions of chopping of wood, splitting of objects in half' < tv -t'op 'to chop it in half,' cf. t'oh, t't'hš, pehp, b'oh

122. t'ohš 'enumeration of blows with hand, on face' < tv -t'ohš 'to strike with open hand, on face,' cf. puh, pehp, pub, pum, pehš, t'ehš, ten, t'aš, t'os, t'ohš, čin, čan, č'ih, kan, kuh, k'oh, b'ah, mah, lahč, lohš, lohk, wohč

123. t'ohk 'enumeration of balls of hair arranged by women after washing hair' < tv -t'ohk 'to form hair into balls after washing'

124. t'os 'enumeration of snaps of fingers,' < tv -t'os 'to snap fingers,' cf. puh, pehp, pub, pum, pehš, t'ehš, ten, t'en, t'aš, t'ohš, t'ohs, čin, čan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lahč, lohš, lohk, wohč

125. t'ohs 'enumeration of blows on legs, body, etc.' < ?, cf. puh, pehp, pub, pum, pehš, t'ehš, ten, t'en, t'aš, t'ohš, t'os, čin, čan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'oh, mah, lahč, lohš, lohk, wohč

126. t'ohs 'enumeration of cracks in objects due to heating in sun'

127. t'oh 'enumeration of blows with ax' < tv -t'oh 'to strike with ax,' cf. tohp, t'ohš, pehp, b'oh

128. t'ohš 'enumeration of actions of splitting wood down the middle' < tv -t'ohš 'to split wood down the middle,' cf. tohp, t'oh, pehp, b'oh

129. t'om 'enumeration of large mouthfuls of soft foods (certain fruits, tortillas)'< tv -t'om 'to take large mouthfuls,' cf. pahč, p'um, ti, t'om, č'uh, kahč, b'uhs, hahč, hom, mahč, nehč, nehs, nul, lo?, we?

130. t'ol 'enumeration of piles of granular-like objects with maximum vertical extension (cf. text)' < pos. v. t'ol, cf. (-t'olan 'to pile maximal vertical extension'), cf. b'uhs

131. t'uhč 'enumeration of objects in vertical position due to inherent properties of the object (cf. text)'< pos. v. t'uhč, cf. (-tuhčan 'to place certain objects in vertical position'), cf. tuhč
132. t'uhs 'enumeration of actions of breaking, or broken, objects, due to pressure of fingers' < tv -t'uhs 'to break between fingers,' cf. t'il, tohč, t'uhs, k'al, šeht, šeht', wuhk', wuy

133. t'uh 'enumeration of actions of picking out, breaking off, small pieces' < tv -t'uh 'to pick out, break off'

134. t'um 'enumeration of actions of placing feet in liquid, times of "dunking" food in liquid' < tv -t'um 'to dunk in liquid,' cf. mul

135. t'un 'enumeration of times stalked, as stalking an animal in hunting' < tv -t'un 'to follow, stalk'

136. t'ul 'enumeration of drops of liquid' < pos. v. t'ul*, cf. {-t'ulan 'to make drops of liquid'), cf. t'il', t'ay, ġuh, ġ'uh, cohk', č'am, č'ol, k'eb', p'ehč', b'ihč, b'ur, mal, wih, whč', yuhk'

137. t'uy 'enumeration of objects hung, as from rafters' < pos. v. t'uy*, cf. {-t'uyan 'to hang up, as from rafters,' cf. ġ'uy

138. ġiĥ' 'enumeration of times giving advice to person' < tv -ġiĥ 'to advise'

139. ġihk' 'enumeration of surges of pain in body' < tv -ġihk' 'to feel surge of pain'

140. ġin 'enumeration of sounds emitted from vibrating object (e.g., bells) due to blows' < tv -ġin 'to strike bell, vibrant object, etc.,' cf. puh, puhč, pub', pum', p'ehč, t'ehč, ten, t'en, t'as, t'ohč', t'os, t'ohs, ġan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lahč', lohč, lohk, wohč'

141. ġehp 'enumeration of blows with machete' < tv -ģehp 'to cut with machete,' cf. t'ohp, t'ohč, b'oh

142. ġel 'enumeration of stacks of unevenly aligned objects' < pos. v. ġel*, cf. {-gelan 'to stack, but not evenly,' cf. laš, lahč, lam

143. ġahk 'enumeration of times grabbed' < tv -ģahk 'to grab hold of,' cf. tam, tol, čehč
144.  ęah 'enumeration of initial times of firing gun' < tv -ęah 'to fire gun initially'

145.  ęan 'enumeration of sound emitted from blows on metal objects' < tv -ęan 'to strike metal objects,' cf. puh, pub, pum, p'ehs, t'ehs, ten, t'en, t'aš, t'ohs, t'oa, t'ohs, śin, c'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lahc', lohc, lohk, wohc'

146.  ęal 'enumeration of rows of items' < tv -ęal 'to form into rows,' cf. čol, kah

147.  ęaw 'enumeration of running hands through hair' < tv -ęaw 'to run hand through hair'

148.  ęohp 'enumeration of groups of objects' < ?, cf. peht, p'ol, p'ihk, ęb', čah, čahk, hum, wehs

149.  ęob 'enumeration of groups of objects' < tv -ęob 'to group together,' cf. peht, p'ol, p'ihk, ęohp, ęb', čah, čahk, hum, wehs

150.  ęoy 'enumeration of actions in closing mouth of net bag by tying' < tv -ęoy 'to close,' cf. luht', yub'

151.  ęuhk 'enumeration of furrows of eyebrows, eyelids' < pos. v. ęuk, cf. (ęuhkän 'to furrow eyebrows, eyelids'), cf. p'il, p'al, ę'o, ć'ih, ć'iw, muhc', wihk'

152.  ęub 'enumeration of folds, pleats, in cloth-like materials' < tv -ęub 'to make folds, pleats in cloth-like materials,' cf. pahk

153.  ęuh 'enumeration of drops of liquid on hot object' < tv -ęuh 'to crop drops of liquid on hot object,' cf. t'il, t'ay, t'ul, ę'uh, čohk', č'am, č'ol, k'eb', p'ehs, b'ihs, b'ur, mal, wi, wihs', yuhk'

154.  ęum 'enumeration of action of igniting, by match, lighted sticks, etc.' < tv -ęum 'to ignite by match, lighted stick, etc.,' cf. hahp, hohs, hub, muht, lem

155.  ęul 'enumeration of actions of diminishing in size' < tv -ęul 'to diminish it'
156. 6'hp 'enumeration of cries of ducks' < ?, cf. pehp, c'aw
157. 6 iht 'enumeration of actions of cleaning, wiping, interior of object' < tv -6'it 'to wipe, clean, interior of object,' cf. kuhs
158. 6 ihk 'enumeration of actions of enduring it' < tv -6'ik 'to endure it (e.g., pain)'
159. 6 ib' 'enumeration of marks, written letters' < a 6 ib' 'letter (i.e., grapheme),' cf. ḡal, b'ihx, hoy
160. 6 ihs 'enumeration of actions of sewing' < tv -6'is 'to sew it,' cf. hal
161. 6 ir 'enumeration of sounds of objects dragged across floor' < ?, cf. hir, har, nil, nir, ner
162. 6 ahp 'enumeration of actions of stabbing with pointed object' < tv -6'ap 'to stab with pointed object,' cf. kohd', 6 uhp, sehk', hul, huht, low
163. 6 akk 'enumeration of knots joining the ends of two individual pieces of rope-like material' < tv -6 ak 'to join ends of two pieces of rope-like material,' cf. p'ohk, čuhk, sut', suht', hiht', noht
164. 6 am 'enumeration of placing objects in liquid to make them soft, pliable' < tv -6'am 'to place in water to make pliable,'
165. 6 al 'enumeration of stacks of items ready for carrying' < tv -6'al 'to make ready for carrying,' cf. ʔihkaʔ, b'ahʔ, lehp
166. 6 oht 'enumeration of twists in rope-like objects' < tv -6'ot 'to twist rope-like material,' cf. ʔohk, buy, b'ehx'
167. 6 ohk 'enumeration of actions of twisting, as bark off of tree, stem' < tv -6'ok 'to twist off,' cf. ʔohk, behd', buy
168. 6 oʔ 'enumeration of actions of blinking' < tv -6'bʔ 'to blink eyes,' cf. p'il, p'al, 6 uhk, č'ih, č'iw, muh', wihi'
169. 6 oy 'enumeration of actions of turning, twisting' < tv -6'oy 'to turn, twist it'
170. ʁ'uhp 'enumeration of actions of stabbing with pointed object' 
< tv -ʁ'up 'to stab with pointed object,' cf. ʁ'ahp, kohć', koć', sehk', hul, huht, low

171. ʁ'u? 'enumeration of bites, sucks, of cane-like foods (i.e., sugar cane, stem of corn, etc.)' < tv -ʁ'u? 'to take bites, sucks, of cane-like foods,' cf. pahć', p'um, t'om, ʁ'u?, kahć', k'uhć', b'uhć', hahć', hom, mahć', nehć', nehe, nul, lo?', we?

172. ʁ'ub' 'enumeration of sucks of liquid, lips touching liquid' < tv -ʁ'ub' 'to suck liquid directly,' cf. ṭ'uhć', ṭ'uhk, ṭ'um, b'ihk', nuhk', lehk', lohp

173. ʁ'uhs 'enumeration of objects covered over' < tv -ʁ'us 'to close cover over,' cf. suhk, mahk, muhk

174. ʁ'uh 'enumeration of drops of liquid' < pos. v. ʁ'uh, cf. (-ʁ'uhan 'to make drops of liquid'), cf. t'ib', t'ay, t'ul, ʁuh, cohk', č'am, č'ol, k'eb', ṭ'ehć', b'ihś, b'ur, mal, wih, wihć', yuhć

175. ʁ'un 'enumeration of actions of planting (with stick)' < tv -ʁ'un 'to plant,' cf. ṭ'aw, wah

176. ʁ'uy 'enumeration of hanging objects' < pos. v. ʁ'uy, cf. (-ʁ'uyan 'to hang up object'), cf. t'uy

177. čihk' 'enumeration of each time burned, seared' < tv -čik' 'to burn it, sear it'

178. čih 'enumeration of shaking actions, as shaking corn in a basket' < tv čih, cf. (-čihcin 'to shake it rapidly')

179. čehć 'enumeration of times grabbed, arm, hand, etc.' < tv -čć 'to grab arm, hand, etc.' cf. tam, bol, ẓahk, čehć

180. čeh 'enumeration of hanging objects, in form of necklace' < ?, cf. pal, woh

181. čehć 'enumeration of thin, leaf-like objects' < ?

182. čew 'enumeration of each action of grinding in first grinding of corn' < tv -čew 'to grind corn, the first time,' cf. p'uy, huhć', noy, nuhć
183. čahp 'enumeration of pieces of rope-like materials tied in specified fashion' < tv -čap 'to tie rope-like materials in specified fashion,' cf. pihs, pehc', puhš, tom, tubš, k'am, kehš, b'ehš', šay, šoh, hil, lihk, yom

184. čahk' 'enumeration of groups of objects' < pos. v. čak'*, cf. (-čahkan 'to group'), cf. peht, p'o', p'ol, tihk', šohp, šob', čah, hum, wehs

185. čah 'enumeration of groups of small, granular-like objects in baskets, etc. < pos. v. čah*, cf. (-čahan 'to place granular like objects in baskets, etc.'), cf. peht, p'o', p'ol, tihk', šohp, šob', čahk', hum, wehs

186. čal 'enumeration of scratches, marks, in earth, etc. < tv -čal 'to mark,' cf. š'ib', b'ihs, hoy

188. čohk' 'enumeration of large gushes of liquid' < pos. v. čok'*, cf. (-čohk'an 'to make large gushes of liquid'), cf. t'ib', t'ay, t'ul, šuh, š'uh, č'am, č'ol, k'eb', šehš', b'ihs, b'ur, mal, wih, wihš', yuhk

189. čohš 'enumeration of objects (usually animate) down on all fours' < pos. v. čoš*, cf. (-čohšan 'to go on all fours') cf. tehk', tahč', šubš', keh, koh, kuš, kuhš', k'ihš', k'ahš', b'uhč', šohk, hoht', huhk, mehš', nahk, liht, wuhš

190. čoh 'enumeration of actions in stringing of beads' < tv -čoh 'to string items of string'

191. čon 'enumeration of times sold' < tv -čon 'to sell it,' cf. tuhk, č'ahk, man

192. čol 'enumeration of rows of items' < tv -čol 'to form into rows,' cf. š'al, kah

193. čoy 'enumeration of actions of loosening, especially rope-like materials' < tv -č'oy 'to loosen it, rope-like materials,' cf. kahč', kohč, kohč', bohš', yohč

194. čuhp 'enumeration of items in folds of clothes, carried in folds of clothes' < tv -čup 'to carry in folds of clothes,' cf. luhrš
195. čuhk 'enumeration of ties in rope-like material' \(\times\) tv -čuk 'to make ties in rope-like materials,' cf. p'ohk, č'ahk, čuhk, suht', hiht', noht

196. č'ub' 'enumeration of action of drawing up hands and feet close together' \(\times\) tv -č'ub' 'to draw hands, feet together,' cf. tihk', tahc', čohš, keh, koh, kuh, kuhš', k'ihš', k'ahš', b'uhč, šohk', hoht', huhk, mehš, nahk, liht', wuhš

197. č'ihk 'enumeration of openings into which something has been placed to plug it up' \(\times\) tv -č'ik 'to plug up openings,' cf. pahk', nahp', nohš

198. č'i? 'enumeration of rips, tears, in pliable materials' \(\times\) tv -č'i? 'to rip, tear, pliable materials,' cf. hahč, šel

199. č'ihš 'enumeration of pointed objects, cylindrical objects' \(\times\) n č'iš 'spine'

200. č'ih 'enumeration of sounds emitted from blows with wood, stone, etc.' \(\times\) tv -č'ihš, i.e. č'ihš'u 'to strike with wood, stone, etc.,' cf. puh, puhš, puhs, pum, p'ehš, t'ehš, tem, temš, t'aš, t'ohš, t'os, t'oah, č'ëm, č'an, kan, k'ohš, kuh, b'ahš, mah, lahc', l'ohš, lohš, wohš

201. č'ih 'enumeration of blinks of eyes' \(\times\) tv -č'ih 'to blink eyes,' cf. p'il, p'al, šuhk, š'o?', č'iwš, muhš', wihk'

202. č'il 'enumeration of actions of frying' \(\times\) tv -č'il 'to fry it,' cf. pay

203. č'iw 'enumeration of squinting of eyes' \(\times\) tv -č'iw 'to squint eyes,' cf. p'il, p'al, šuhk, š'o?', č'ihš, muhš', wihk'

204. č'eht 'enumeration of heaps of garbage' \(\times\) tv -č'et 'to make heaps of garbage,' cf. wohš

205. č'ahk 'enumeration of times of bargaining' \(\times\) tv -č'ak 'to bargain,' cf. tuhk, con, man

206. č'ahm 'enumeration of piles of objects' \(\times\) tv -č'am 'to gather'

207. č'am 'enumeration of specific measure of liquid' \(\times\), cf. t'ib', t'ay, t'ul, čuh, č'uh, čohk, č'ol, k'ebš, ŋehš', b'ihš, b'ur, mal, wih, wihš', yuhk'
208. č'law 'enumeration of cries of fox (gato de monte)' < ?, cf. pehp, č'ihp

209. č'ohp 'enumeration of actions or objects pulled out by hand' < tv -č'op 'to take hold of and pull out', cf. tahs, hohě'

210. č'oh 'enumeration of belches emitted from stomach' < ?

211. č'ob 'enumeration of each raise of pants, skirts' < tv -č'ob' 'to raise pants, skirt,' cf. som

212. č'ohs 'enumeration of tightly bound wraps of flexible materials' < tv -č'oš 'to bind tightly,' cf. siht', miht', mihě'

213. č'oh 'enumeration of tosses, overhand' < tv -č'oh 'to throw it overhand,' cf. hihp

214. č'oh 'enumeration of times of doing a thing' < ?

215. č'ol 'enumeration of actions of planting chili seeds' < tv -č'ol 'to plant chili seeds'

216. č'ol 'enumeration of pouring specific measures of liquids' < tv -č'ol 'to pour specific measure of liquid,' cf. t'ib', t'ay, t'ul, č'uh, č'uh, č'ohk', č'äm, k'eb', č'uh, b'ihš, b'ur, mal, wih, wihě', yuhk'

217. č'utub' 'enumeration of length of measure between index fingertip and tip of thumb in maximum extended position' < n č'utub' 'index finger,' cf. p'ihš, haw, hoht, šaht'

218. č'ub' 'enumeration of holes made by boring, in wood, mud, etc.' < pos. v. č'ub', cf. (-č'ub'an 'to make hole by boring')

219. č'ul 'enumeration of actions of planning wood, straightening rod' < tv -č'ul 'to plane, straighten'

220. č'uy 'enumeration of cutting bananas from plant' < tv -č'uy 'to cut bananas from plant,' cf. tul, ka', k'ah, k'ohk, hohk'
221. kihé 'enumeration of action of cutting in sawing fashion' < tv -kig
'to cut with sawing motion,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuhč', tuy, kihs, kehs, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohs, seht, seht', sew, wehs

222. kig 'enumeration of action and sound of drawing bow across strings of violin, etc.' < tv -kig 'to draw bow across strings'

223. kihk 'enumeration of objects supported in midair between two supports' < pos. v. klik*, cf. {-khkan 'to be placed in position of support between two objects'

224. kihp' 'enumeration of pulling viscous liquid along with finger' < tv -kii 'to pull viscous liquid along with finger,' cf. tahč', kil, hohč, niht

225. kihs 'enumeration of action of cutting, sawing motion' < tv -kis 'to cut in sawing fashion,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuhč', tuy, kihé, kehs, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohs, seht, seht', sew, wehs

226. kil 'enumeration of pulling of rope-like materials' < tv -kil 'to pull rope-like materials,' cf. tahč', ki?', hohč, niht

227. kehč 'enumeration of small group of fiber from rope-like materials' < ?, cf. pihs, pehč', puhč, tom, tuhč, čahp, k'am, b'ehč', šay, šoht, hil, lihk, yom

228. kehč 'enumeration of a specific amount of work done in a day' < pos. v. keč*, cf. {-kehčan 'to do certain amount of work in day'

229. kehs 'enumeration of actions of cutting, slicing' < tv -kes 'to slice it,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuhč', tuy, kihé, kihs, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohs, seht, seht', sew, wehs

230. keh 'enumeration of curves in lengthy objects' < -keh 'to put a curve in it,' cf. p'uh, p'uh, b'ehč, bohč, mehč, mohč

231. keh 'enumeration of objects (animate) in kneeling position' < pos. v. keh*, cf. {-kehkan 'to kneel down'), cf. tehk*, tahč', čohč, čub', koh, kuh, kuč', k'ihč, k'ahč, b'uhč, šohč, hoht', huhk, mehč, nahk, liht', wuhč

232. kem 'enumeration of actions of digging in earth' < tv -kem 'to dig in earth'
233. kahp 'enumeration of action of mixing elements in liquid' < tv -kap 'to mix certain elements in liquid,' cf. puhk', mihs, mahs, wohs'

234. kahc 'enumeration of masticatory movement of foods in general' < tv -kaç 'to masticate,' cf. pahc', p'um, ti, c'uh, k'uh, buh, hahc', hom, mahc', nehs, lo, we

235. kahc' 'enumeration of actions of gripping between teeth' < tv -kaç' 'to grip between teeth,' cf. nehc', lah'

236. kahc 'enumeration of action of opening by raising top' < tv -kaç 'to open by raising top,' cf. seh, he, ham, haw, hol, liw, lehs, lew

237. kahc' 'enumeration of items becoming loosened, due to sun' < tv -kaç' 'to become loosened,' cf. coy, kohc, kohc', boh, yohc

238. kahk 'enumeration of times lodged in throat' < tv -kak 'to lodge in throat, as piece of food'

239. ka? 'enumeration of actions of plucking young corn from plant' < tv -ka? 'to pluck young corn from plant,' cf. tul, c'uy, k'ah, kbbk, hohk'

240. kah 'enumeration of columns of items' < tv -kah 'to form into columns,' cf. col, sal

241. kan 'enumeration of sounds from blows on metal' < tv -kan 'to strike on metal,' cf. puh, puhc, pub', pum, p'eh, tebh, ten, ten, te's, t'ohc, t'os, t'oh, c'ay, c'an, c'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, labc', loh, lohk, wohc'

242. koht 'general enumeration of non-human animals' < pos. v. kot*, cf. (-kohtan 'to go on all fours')

243. koç' 'enumeration of short, shallow stabs with knife' (cf. kohc') < tv -koç' 'to stab with knife,' cf. sahp, c'uhp, sehk', huh, huht, low

244. kohc' 'enumeration of actions of stabbing with knife (deep penetration)' < tv -koç' 'to stab with knife' (cf. koç'), cf. sahp, c'uhp, sehk', huh, huht, low
245. kohč 'enumeration of items loosened, as head of cutting instrument from handle, barrel staves' < tv -koc 'to loosen it, cords, barrel staves,' etc., cf. čoy, kahč', kohč', bohž', yohč

246. kohč' 'enumeration of items loosened' < pos. v. koč'*, cf. (-kohč'an 'to be loosened up'), cf. čoy, kahč', kohč', bohž', yohč

247. koh 'enumeration of each limping step taken' < pos. v. koh', cf. (-koh'an 'to limp along'), cf. tehk', tahč', čohš, čub', keh, kuh, kuhč', k'ihč', k'ahč', b'uhč, šohk', hoht', huhk, mehž, nahk, liht', wuhš

248. kom 'enumeration of times detained from leaving' < tv -kom 'to detain from leaving'

249. kuhč' 'enumeration of action of bending at elbows, knees' < tv -kuč' 'to bend at elbow, knees,' cf. tehk', tahč', čohš, čub', keh, koh, kuh, k'ihč', k'ahč', b'uhč, šohk', hoht', huhk, mehž, nahk, liht', wuhš

250. kuhč 'enumeration of times carried' < tv -kuč 'to carry it'

251. kub' 'enumeration of whelps raised on arm, body' < pos. v. kub', cf. (-kub'an 'to raise whelps on arm, body'), cf. t'el

252. kuhs 'enumeration of actions of wiping, cleaning exterior of object' < tv -kuc 'to clean exterior of object,' cf. š'iht

253. kuh 'enumeration of objects (animate) in kneeling position, hips resting on heels' < pos. v. kuh', cf. (-kuhan 'to kneel, hips resting on heels'), cf. tehk', tahč', čohš, čub', keh, koh, kuhč', k'ihč', k'ahč', b'uhč, šohk', hoht', huhk, mehž, nahk, liht', wuhš

254. kuhš 'enumeration of times rested, stopping to rest, etc.' < pos. v. kuš', cf. (-kušan ['?] 'to be alive, to rest'), cf. sen

255. kuh 'enumeration of blows made with elbow' < tv -kuh 'to elbow it,' cf. puh, pubč', pub', pum, p'ehš, t'ehš, ten, t'en, t'aš, t'ohš, t'os, t'ohs, šin, šan, č'iḥ, kan, b'ah, mah, lahč', lohč, lohk, wohč

256. kuh 'enumeration of vertical mound-shaped objects' < pos. v. kuh', cf. (-kuhan 'to form into vertical mound-shape,' cf. photos in text), cf. tel, tubš', t'el, kuh, kul, k'aht, k'ol, sehp, hen, noi, lea, len, wol
257. kum 'enumeration of actions of breaking over stalks of corn preparatory to harvest of corn' (cf. Spanish 'doblar milpa') < tv -kum 'to break over corn stalks'

258. kul 'enumeration of objects in vertical, mound-shape' < pos. v. kul*, cf. (-kulan 'to form into vertical mound-shape', cf. photos in text), cf. tel, tuh*, t'el, kuh, k'ah, k'o, seh, hen, nol, les, len, wol

259. k'ihɛ 'enumeration of protruding buttocks (sic)'< pos. v. k'iɛ*, cf. (-k'ihɛn 'to protude buttocks'), cf. teh', tahɛ, cohɛ, cub', keh, koh, kuh, kuhɛ', k'ihɛ, k'ahɛ, b'uɛ, sohɛ, hoht', huhk, mehɛ, nahk, liht', wuhɛ

260. k'ih 'enumeration of flexible objects in extended position' < tv -k'ih 'to extend,' cf. pohɛ, pohk', k'iyɛ, lihɛ', lim

261. k'iy 'enumeration of items in extended position, as when drying in sun' < tv -k'iy 'to extend,' cf. pohɛ, pohk', k'ihɛ, lihɛ', lim

262. k'ehɛ 'enumeration of raising of extremely heavy items' < tv -k'ehɛ 'to lift heavy items,' cf. toyɛ, hahɛ, lihɛ, lohɛ

263. k'ebɛ 'enumeration of each "pour" of liquid' < ?, cf. t'ibɛ, t'ayɛ, t'ul, suhɛ, s'uhɛ, cohɛ, c'olɛ, 'ehɛ', b'ihɛ, b'urɛ, malɛ, wihɛ, wihɛ', yuhk

264. k'eh 'enumeration of times saving a thing, conserving it' < tv -k'eh 'to save it, conserve it'

265. k'ahɛ 'enumeration of objects in horizontal, semi-block-like shape < tv -k'at 'to form into horizontal, semi-block-like shape' [cf. photos in text], cf. tel, tuhɛ, t'el, kuh, kul, k'o, seh, hen, nol, les, len, wol

266. k'ahɛ 'enumeration of twisting movement from waist up' < pos. v. k'aɛ*, cf. (-k'ahɛn 'to twist above waist'), cf. tehɛ, tahɛ, cohɛ, cub', keh, koh, kuh, kuhɛ', k'ihɛ, b'uɛ, sohɛ, hoht', huhk, mehɛ, nahk, liht', wuhɛ

267. k'abɛ 'enumeration of finger-breadths' < n k'abɛ 'hand, arm'

268. k'ahɛ 'enumeration of action and/or result of action of complete breakage in non-flexible cylindrical objects' < tv -k'as 'to break non-flexible cylindrical objects,' cf. p'ihɛ, puhɛ, huy
269. k'añel 'all at once' (occurs only with numeral h- 'one')

270. k'ah 'enumeration of breaking mature corn from plants' < tv -k'ah 'to break off mature corn, cane from plants,' cf. tul, c'uy, ka?, k'ohk, hohk

271. k'am 'enumeration of pieces of rope-like materials tied in specified manner' < tv -k'am 'to tie pieces of rope-like materials in specified manner,' cf. pihs, pehč', puhö, tom, tuhč, čahp, kehč, b'ehč', say, aeh, hil, lihk, yom

272. k'an 'enumeration of times asked about a thing' < tv -k'ah 'to ask about it'

273. k'al 'enumeration of action and/or objects broken into pieces' < tv -k'al 'to break into pieces,' cf. til, tohč, tuhs, k'al, aeh, aeh', suht, wuhk, wuy

274. k'ohč 'enumeration of items thrown in random fashion on ground' < pos. v. k'ohč*, cf. (-k'ohčan 'to throw at random on ground')

275. k'ohč 'enumeration of bobbing of head back and forth' < tv -k'ohč 'to move head back and forth'

276. k'ohk 'enumeration of actions of plucking certain fruit from plants, e.g., apples, oranges, limes, large round green chili peppers, etc.' < tv -k'ohk 'to pluck certain fruit from plants,' cf. tul, c'uy, ka?, k'ah, hohk

277. k'oh 'enumeration of knocks on objects, e.g., door wood, etc.' < tv -k'oh 'to knock (on it),' cf. puhs, puhö, puhs', p'ehş', t'ehş, ten, t'en, t'aş, t'ohş, t'os, t'oha, şin, şan, şih, kan, kuh, b'ah, mah, labč', lobö, lohk, wohč

278. k'ol 'enumeration of solid objects in spherical shape' < pos. v. k'ol*, cf. (-k'olan 'to form solid object into spherical shape' (cf. photos in text), cf. tel, tuhč', t'el, kub, kul, k'ah, sehp, hen, nol, los, len, wol

279. k'ol 'enumeration of each action of removing peel of fruit or bark with teeth' < tv -k'ol 'to remove covering with teeth'

280. k'uht 'enumeration of each action of shelling corn' < tv -k'uht 'to shell corn'
281. k'ub' 'enumeration of certain objects in position ready for carrying' < pos. v. k'ub', cf. (-k'ub'an 'to make ready for carrying')

282. k'uhó 'enumeration of bites of hard, solid food' < tv -k'uš 'to eat hard, solid foods,' cf. pahč, p'um, ti?, t'om, ñ'u?, kahč, bhuhč, hahč', hom, mahč', nehč', nehs, nul, lo?, we?

283. ?ihč' 'enumeration of times received, taken in' < tv -?ič' 'to receive, take in'

284. ?ihk' 'enumeration of times called, beckoned' < tv -?ik' 'to call, beckon'

285. ?i' 'enumeration of each moan, as when sick' < (?), cf. ?e?, ?a?, ?o?

286. ?ihb' 'enumeration of each feeling of nausea prior to vomiting' < ?

287. ?ihkač 'enumeration of individual cargos' < tv -?ihkač 'to carry cargo,' cf. ń'al, b'ahč', lehp

288. ?il 'enumeration of times seen, looked at' < tv -?il 'to see, look at'

289. ?ehč' 'enumeration of drops of liquid' < ?, cf. t'ib', t'ay, t'ul, ěub, ě'uh, cohk', č'am, č'ol, k'eb', b'ihč, b'ur, mal, whihč', yuhč'

290. ?e' 'enumeration of sounds emitted when pressed on stomach, chest' < (?), cf. ?i?, ?a?, ?o?

291. ?ahč' 'enumeration of times getting wet' < tv -?ač'č, cf. (<č'č'es: assimilation of č' to č' before s in same syllable)

292. ?ahk' 'enumeration of times given, extended' < tv -?ak' 'to give it'

293. ?ahk' 'enumeration of momentary events' (occurs only with numeral h- 'one'), cf. text.


295. ?aw 'enumeration of times planted (as a field)' < tv -?aw 'to plant (cf. ya ńba hawtk 'let's go plant'), cf. ń'um, wah

296. ?al 'enumeration of times confessing, telling' < tv -?al 'to confess it, tell it'
297. ?ohč 'enumeration of each action of return to original position from stretched position' < tv ?ož, cf. (¬ož 'to return to original position from stretched position'), cf. šahč

298. ?o? 'enumeration of each convulsion, as when vomiting' < (?), cf. ?i?, ?e?, ?o?

299. ?uhč 'enumeration of swallows of liquid' < tv -?už 'to drink liquid,' cf. ?'ub', ?uhk, ?um, b'ihk', nuhk', lehk', lohp

300. ?uhk 'enumeration of swallows of liquid, usually accompanied by sounds' < tv -?uk 'to swallow liquid,' cf. ?'ub', ?uhč, ?um, b'ihk', nuhk', lehk', lohp

301. ?um 'enumeration of each mouthful of liquid' < tv -?um 'to take mouthful of liquid,' cf. ?'ub', ?uhč, ?uhk, b'ihk', nuhk', lehk', lohp

302. b'ihč 'enumeration of back-and-forth movements of thin, rope-like materials (i.e., laso, tails of cattle, etc.)' < tv -b'ič 'to move back and forth, rope-like material'

303. b'ihč 'enumeration of objects extended in specific fashion over edge of flat plane' < tv -b'ic 'to extend over edge,' cf. tihč, tiw, b'ihč, b'ahč

304. b'ihk' 'enumeration of drinks, swallows' < tv -b'ik' 'to drink liquid,' cf. ?'ub', ?uhč, ?uhk, ?um, nuhk', lehk', lohp

305. b'ihš 'enumeration of lines, marks, scratches' < tv -b'is 'to make mark,' cf. ?'ib', čal, b'ihš, hoy

306. b'ihš 'enumeration of each squirt of liquid' < ?, cf. t'lib', t'ay, t'ul, šuh, ?'uh, čohk', č'am, č'ol, k'eb', ?ehž, b'ur, mal, wih, wihč', yuhk'

307. b'iy 'enumeration of running hand, thumb across top of hand' < tv -b'iy 'to run hand, thumb across top of hand'

308. b'ehč 'enumeration of actions of twisting' < tv -b'ehč 'to twist it,' cf. ?'oht, ?'ohk, b'uy

309. b'ehč 'enumeration of curves, as in warped lumber' < tv -b'ehč 'to warp it,' cf. p'uh, p'uhs, keh, bohč, mehč, mohč
310. b'ehč 'enumeration of pieces of rope-like materials tightly wound in non-overlapping coils around some object' < tv -b'eeč 'to wind rope-like materials in non-overlapping coils around some object,' cf. pihe, peheč', puhč, tom, tuheč, chahp, k'am, keheč, say, soht, hil, liheč, yom

311. b'ehk' 'enumeration of glue-like materials, as in tamales, paste, etc.' < ?

312. b'ahč 'enumeration of actions of prying, moving, pulling to dislodge well-embedded object, as post, teeth, etc.' < tv -bač 'to make efforts to dislodge,' cf. huhč, nihk

313. b'ahč 'enumeration of individual loads of cargo' < pos. v. b'ahč', cf. (-b'ahčan 'to carry cargo'), cf. š'al, ?ihkač, lehp

314. b'ahč 'enumeration of objects extended off flat plane; also, pried up' < tv -bač 'to extend off table, to pry up one end,' cf. tiheč, tiw, b'ihč

315. b'ahk' 'enumeration of items in units of four hundred' < tv (? ) -b'ahk' 'enumeration in units of 400'

316. b'ah 'enumeration of blows with stick, knives, etc.' < tv -bač 'to strike with stick, knife, etc.,' cf. pub, puhč, puhč', pum, p'ehč, t'ehč, ten, t'en, t'ahč, t'oč, t'oč', t'in, ?an, č'ih, kan, him, mah, laheč', loheč, lohk, wohč

317. b'ah 'enumeration of blows of cutting wood, etc.' < tv -bač 'to cut wood, etc.,' cf. tohp', t'oh, t'ohč, geheč
322. eton  'enumeration of actions of painting in general' < tv b'ion  'to paint it'

323.  b'ut'  'enumeration of actions of filling containers (in filling, hands not leaving ground, items being shoved in)' [contrast with b'uh'] < tv -b'ut'  'to fill containers,' cf. pul, buht's, hohp, soh

324.  b'uh'  'enumeration of actions of filling container (in filling, handfuls of items are lifted and placed in container)' [contrast with b'ut'] , cf. pul, but', hohp, soh

325.  b'uhs  'enumeration of actions of exhaling smoke, air' < pos. v. b'uhs*, cf. (-b'uhsàn  'to blow out smoke')

326.  b'uhs  'enumeration of mouthfuls of soft, sweet foods (i.e., honey, soft candy, etc.)' < tv -b'uhs  'to eat soft, sweet foods,' cf. pahc', p'um, ti', e'uu', kahb, k'uhb, hahc', hom, mahc*, neh'h', nehs, nul, lo', we'

327.  b'uhs  'enumeration of extensions of buttocks (sic) < pos. v. buc*, cf. (-b'uhsàn  'to extend buttocks'), cf. tehk', tahc', coh', c'ub, keh, koh, kuh, kuhc', k'ihc, k'ahc, sohk', hoht', hulk, meh', nahk, liht', whuh

328.  b'uhk  'enumeration of actions of sprinkling dust, powder, etc.' < tv -b'uhk  'to sprinkle dust, powder'

329.  b'uhs  'enumeration of piles of granular-like objects, maximum horizontal extension with minimum space between objects (cf. text)' < pos. v. b'us*, cf. (-b'usan  'to make piles'), cf. t'ol

330.  b'uhs  'enumeration of pimples, swelling, etc. < ?, cf. tub'

331.  b'uh  'enumeration of each swollen place on body' < pos. v. b'uhb, cf. (buhàn  'to cause swollen place on body')

332.  b'ul  'enumeration of action and/or objects uprooted' < tv -b'ul  'to uproot it,' cf. toh'd, tohk', sohp, boh'd

333.  b'ur  'enumeration of drops of liquid, as out of side of mountain, etc.' < ?, cf. t'ib', t'ay, t'ul, s'uh, c'uh, cohk', t'am, c'ol, k'o'b', e'hc', bih'h, inal, wih, whih', yuhk'

334.  b'uy  'enumeration of actions of disengaging rope-like materials from itself by twisting, twirling' < tv -b'uy  'to twist, twirl,' cf. e'oht, e'ohk, b'ehc'
335. siht' 'enumeration of tight ties with flexible materials' < tv -sit' 'to bind tightly,' cf. č'oh, miht', miht'

336. sihk' 'enumeration of actions of inhaling' < ?, cf. hahk', hihk'

337. sin 'enumeration of cries of field mice, (male) birds' < ?

338. sil 'enumeration of objects cut in numerous vertical slivers' < tv -sil 'to cut in vertical slivers,' cf. hehp, baht

339. sehp 'enumeration of solid objects in flattened, disk-like shape' < tv -sep 'to form into flattened disk-like shape' (cf. photos in text), cf. tel, tuh*, t'el, kuh, kul, k'aht, k'ol, hen, nol, les, len, wol

340. seht' 'enumeration of actions of cutting' < tv -set 'to cut it,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuh*, tuy, kih*, kih*, kehs, seht', sew, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohe, wehs

341. seht' 'enumeration of action of cutting' < tv -set 'to cut it,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuh*, tuy, kih*, kih*, kehs, seht, sew, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohe, wehs

342. sehk' 'enumeration of actions of stabbing' < tv -sek' to stab it,' cf. ć'ahp, koj', koh', ć'uhp, huhl, huht, low

343. sen 'enumeration of times stopped to rest' < pos. v. sen*, cf. (-senan 'to stop to rest'), cf. kuh*

344. sel 'enumeration of action of prying up, as weeds with hoe, etc.' < tv -sel 'to pry up, weeds, etc.' , cf. pihe, pihc

345. sew 'enumeration of action of cutting, vertical movement' < tv -sew 'to cut with vertical movement,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuh*, tuy, kih*, kih*, kehs, seht, seht', sew, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohe, wehs

346. sahp 'enumeration of times washing vegetables, "bean-like" items, immersed in water' < tv -sap 'to wash vegetables, etc., immer'sed in water,' cf. pohk, sahp, sahk', ša?, suhk'

347. sahk' 'enumeration of times clothing, fabric is washed' < tv -sak' 'to wash clothing, fabric,' cf. pohk, sahp, sahk', ša?, suhk'

348. say 'enumeration of actions of heating leaves of vegetables, bananas, etc., over fire so as to make them more durable' < tv -say 'to heat to temper over fire'
349. sōhp 'enumeration of actions and/or objects pulled from ground (i.e., sticks, etc.)' < tv -sōp 'to pull out of ground,' cf. tohk', hul, hohk

350. suht 'enumeration of linear ties of rope-like material around certain items' < tv -suht 'to make linear ties, using rope-like material around certain items,' cf. p'ohk, ŋ'ahk, ċuhk, suht', hiht', noht

351. suht 'enumeration of ties in rope-like materials, one of top of the other' < tv -suht 'to make ties, in rope-like materials, one on top of the other,' cf. p'ohk, ŋ'ahk, ċuhk, suht', hiht', noht

352. suhk 'enumeration of items covered over' < tv -suhk 'to cover over,' cf. ʧ'uhs, māhk, muhk

353. suhk 'enumeration of times washed, interior of object' < tv -suk 'to wash interior of object,' cf. pokk, sahp, sahk', ʧa?

354. suh 'enumeration of actions of hiding, becoming hidden' < ?, cf. som~som, nahk'

355. sum~som 'enumeration of objects hidden' < tv -sum, -som 'to hide it,' cf. suh, nahk'

356. ʧi? 'enumeration of times frightened' < tv -ʧi? 'to frighten'

357. ʧih 'enumeration of extending in, as placing wood in fire, to direct cane through rollers, etc.' < tv -ʧih 'to direct to place'

358. ʧeh 'enumeration of objects broken, torn down the middle' < tv -ʧeh 'to break, tear down the center,' cf. t'îl, tohč, t'uhš, k'āl, ʧeh', wuhk', wuy

359. ʧeh 'enumeration of pieces of broken objects' < tv -ʧeh 'to break into pieces,' cf. t'îl, tohč, t'uhš, k'āl, ʧeh, wuhk', wuy

360. ʧehk 'enumeration of action of opening by pulling apart' < tv -ʧehk 'to open by pulling apart,' cf. kahč, he?, ham, haw, hol, liw, lehš, lew

361. ʧel 'enumeration of shallow rips, tears, etc., in pliable materials' < ʧel 'to tear, make rips in pliable materials, etc.,' cf. c'tî?, hahč
362. ेew 'enumeration of open cuts, wounds, sores, etc.' < ?

363. ेaht' 'enumeration of measurements of land' < tv -sat' 'to make specific measurement of land'

364. ेaht' 'enumeration of separation of groups of objects' < tv -sat' 'to separate,' cf. p'ew

365. ेahē' 'enumeration of each action of stretching in elastic object (i.e., rubber band, etc.)' < tv -sahē' 'to stretch it,' cf. ोohē

366. ेa? 'enumeration of times hair is washed (i.e., head, hair, pubic hair, etc.)' < tv -sah? 'to wash hair,' cf. pohk, sahp, sahk', ेah?, suhk

367. ेal 'enumeration of several groups of items in the shape indicated by classifier hehp, i.e., V-shaped,' cf. heht, cheht'

368. ेay 'enumeration of handfuls of rope-like, fiber-like materials' < tv -say 'to form handfuls of rope-like, fiber-like materials,' cf. pihs, pehc', puhē, tom, tuhe, čahp, k'am, kehe, b'ehē', šoht, hil, lihk, yom

369. ेoht 'enumeration of coils, near-circular in shape, of rope-like materials' < tv -sōht 'to form into near-perfect circular coils, rope-like materials,' cf. pihs, pehc', puhē, tom, tuhe, čahp, k'am, kehe, b'ehē', šay, hil, lihk, yom

370. ेoht' 'enumeration of items cut horizontally, pieces remaining in place (as pieces of large log, in place)' < tv -sōht' 'to cut horizontal pieces,' cf. mahk'

371. ेohkk' 'enumeration of actions of drawing up knees, in seated, squatting position' < pos. v. -sok', cf. ('-sohk'ān 'to draw up knees in seated, squatted position'), cf. tehk', tahē, ċohē, čub', keh, koh, kuh, kuhē', k'ihē, k'ahē, b'uhe, hoht', huhk, mehe, nakh, liht', wuhē

372. ेoh 'enumeration of filling containers by individual items (i.e., each item placed in separately, not jointly as in classifier below)' < ेoh 'to fill containers with individual items,' cf. pul, b'ut', b'uht', hohp

373. ेom 'enumeration of action of raising skirts, chamarro, etc.' < pos. v. ेom', cf. ('-ōman 'to raise skirt, chamarro, etc.'), cf. ोohb'
374. Šut' 'enumeration of actions of pinching with fingernails' < tv -šut' 'to pinch with fingernails' (cf. text), cf. šuht'
375. Šuht' 'enumeration of action of pinching small pieces from tortillas, etc.' < tv -šuht' 'to pinch small pieces,' cf. šuht'
376. Hihp 'enumeration of throws underhand' < tv -hip 'to throw it underhand,' cf. č'oh
377. Hiht' 'enumeration of lash-loops in rope-like material, usually for fences, house walls' < tv -hit' 'to make lash-loops,' cf. p'ohk, č'ahk, čuhk, suht', suht', hiht', noht'
378. Hihg 'enumeration of actions of pushing small objects, sliding' < tv -hig 'to slide, push small objects'
379. Hihg' 'enumeration of stripping off leaves from branch' < ?, cf. hihg
380. Hihk' 'enumeration of actions of breathing, inhaling' < ?, cf. sikh', hahk'
381. Hihg 'enumeration of actions of pushing small objects, slicing long strips of some object' < tv -hig 'to slice out long strips of object,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs, tuh', kihg, kihs, kehs, hehs, hohe, hohe, seht, seht', sew, wehs
382. Hihg 'enumeration of actions of stripping, as stripping off leaves from branch.' < ?, cf. hiht'
383. Him 'enumeration of times of anticipated blow (when blow is not delivered)' < tv -him 'to feign blows,' cf. pah, puhg, pub', pum, p'ehs, t'ehs, ten, t'en, t'ahs, tohe, gin, gan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, mah, lahč', lohc, lohc, wohc'
384. Hih 'enumeration of actions of knocking down items in piles, stacks' < tv -hin 'to knock down'
385. Hih 'enumeration of lengths of rope-like materials' < ?, cf. pih, pihc', puhg, tom, tuh, čahp, k'am, keh, b'ehc', say, soht, lihk, yom
386. Hir 'enumeration of sounds of objects being pushed across floor' < ?, cf. čir, har, nil, nir, ner
387. hehp 'enumeration of objects cut in vertical halves' < tv -hep 'to cut in vertical halves,' cf. ail, haht

388. heht 'enumeration of objects in V-shape, as stem in sling shot, the Y of two roads' < ?, cf. heht', sal

389. heht', 'enumeration of action of forming items in V-shape' < pos. v. het', cf. (-heht'an 'to form in V-shape'), cf. heht, sal

390. hehč 'enumeration of items by sides, two opposing groups' < ?

391. hehč' 'enumeration of opening peel of certain fruits, vegetables' < tv-hehč' 'to open peel of certain fruits and vegetables,' cf. pohč', lehč'

392. hehk 'enumeration of actions of breaking off at base, as stems' < tv -hek 'to break off at base, i.e., stems,' cf. haht', wahk'

393. he? 'enumeration of actions of opening, as mouth of net bag, etc.' < ?, cf. kahč, ĝekh, ham, haw, hol, liw, lehč, lew

394. hehs 'enumeration of actions of slicing off hide, thin layers of flesh, etc.' < tv -hes 'to slice off hide, layers of flesh, etc.,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahš, tuhč', tuy, kihs, k'hs, kehs, hihs, hohs, hohš, seht, seht', sew, wehs

395. hem 'enumeration of actions of destroying piles, vertical standing items' < tv -hem, 'to knock down,' cf. tih

396. hen 'enumeration of objects formed in spherical, bottom-flattled shape' < pos. v. hen', cf. (-hen'an 'to form objects into spherical bottom-flattled shape' (cf. photos in text), cf. tel, tubš', t'el, kuh, kul, k'ahš, k'ol, sehp, noš, les, len, wol

397. hel 'enumeration of times certain items are changed' < tv -hel 'to change it,' cf. wohk'

398. hahp 'enumeration of actions of proferring certain objects, e.g., meat' < ?

399. hahp 'enumeration of burning, torch-like objects in vertical position' < pos. v. hahp', cf. (-hahpan 'to place in vertical position burning, torch-like objects'), cf. ĝum, hahp, hohš, hub', muht', lem
400. haht 'enumeration of objects separated by tearing into vertical halves' < tv - haht 'to tear object into vertical halves,' cf. sii, hehp

401. haht' 'enumeration of action of breaking limbs, etc., at base' < tv - haht' 'to break off at base,' cf. hehk, wahk'

402. hahc 'enumeration of partial tears, rips, in pliable materials' < tv - hahe 'to partially tear pliable materials,' cf. seh, ch'

403. hahc 'enumeration of actions of raising up from extended position (i.e., of sitting up)' < iv hahc- (?) 'to be raised up,' cf. toy, keh, lihk, lohc

404. hahc' 'enumeration of large bites of foods,' < tv - hahc' 'to take large bites of food,' cf. pahc', p'um, ti', d'u', kahc, k'uhc, b'uhc', hahc', hom, mahc', nehc', nehs, nul, lo', we'

405. hahc' 'enumeration of actions of inhaling' < ?, cf. sikh', hihc'

406. hahc 'enumeration of actions of rubbing with palm of hand' < pos. v. hahc', cf. (-hahc' tan 'to rub with palm of hand'), cf. piht', pihc', pihc', p'ahc', p'eh, hahc', nihc, nehc', yam

407. ham 'enumeration of actions of opening' < tv - ham 'to open it,' cf. kahc, seh, he?, haw, hol, liw, lehc, lew

408. hal 'enumeration of actions of weaving' < tv - hal 'to weave it,' cf. e'iihs

409. har 'enumeration of sounds of objects rapidly passing by ear' < ?, cf. sir, hir, nil, nir, ner

410. haw 'enumeration of actions of opening' < tv - hawa', cf. (-hawa 'to open it'), cf. kahc, seh, he?, hol, liw, lehc, lew

411. haw 'enumeration of measures at arm's length' < tv - hawa', cf. (-hawu 'to measure at arm's length'), cf. pihs, c'utub', hoht, saht'

412. hohp 'enumeration of filling by double handfuls containers' < tv - hop 'to fill by double handfuls,' cf. pul, bu't', bu'ht, soh
413. hoht 'enumeration of measure between third finger and thumb when maximally extended' < tv hot*, cf. (-hoht) 'to measure with third finger and thumb span,' cf. p'ihs, č'utub', haw, šaht'

414. hoht* 'enumeration of objects (animate) in squatted position' < pos. v. ho*š, cf. (-hoht'an 'to squat,' cf. tehk', tahč, čohč, čub', keb, kho, kuh, kuhč', k'ihč, k'ahč, buhč, šohč, huhč, mehč, nahč, liht', wuht'

415. hohč 'enumeration of action of striking match, flint' < tv -hoč 'to strike match, flint,' cf. č'um, hahp, hub', muht', lem

416. hohč 'enumeration of actions and/or objects usually grass, uprooted by handfuls' < tv -hoč 'to uproot (grasses) by handfuls,' cf. tohč, tohk', b'ul, solh,

417. hohč* 'enumeration of each handful of items taken out of larger mass, i.e., mud, honey, etc.' < tv -hoč* 'to take out by handfuls, honey, mud, etc.,' cf. tahč, č'ohp

418. hohč 'enumeration of actions of pulling along ground' < tv -hoč 'to pull along ground,' cf. tahč*, ki?, kil, niht

419. hohč 'enumeration of actions of clearing out, as wax from ear, tobacco, from pipe' < tv -hoč* 'to clear out'

420. hohk 'enumeration of actions of digging up certain vegetables, i.e., potatoes, etc.' < tv -hok* 'to dig it up,' cf. tul, č'uy, ka?, k'ah, k'očk

421. hohs 'enumeration of actions of making point of object by cutting' < tv -hos 'to make point on object by cutting,' cf. p'ahš, p'ahš, tūhč', tuy, kihč, kihs, kehs, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohč, seht, seht', sew, wehs

422. hohč 'enumeration of cutting of hair-like objects, grass, etc.' < tv -hoč 'to cut hair-like objects, grass, etc.,' cf. p'ahš, p'ahš, tūhč', tuy, kihč, kihs, kehs, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohč, seht, seht', sew, wehs

423. hohš 'enumeration of bites of soft fruit' < tv -hom 'to take bites of soft fruits,' cf. pahč', p'um, ti?, č'u?, kahš, k'uhš, buhš', hahč', mahnš', nehč', nehs, nul, lo?, we?
424. hol 'enumeration of actions of opening items with pliable covering' < tv -hol 'to open items with pliable covering,' cf. kahč, šehk, he?̓̓, ham, haw, liw, lehs, lew

425. hoy 'enumeration of marks made with hand, stick, etc.' < tv -hoy 'to make marks, lines, etc.' cf. ḋ'ib, čal, bihs

426. huht 'enumeration of actions of stabbing and twisting of pointed object in earth as to open hole' < tv -hut 'to stab and twist as to open hole,' cf. ḍ'ahp, koč̄, koh̄, ḍ'uhp, seh̄k, hul, low

427. huhč 'enumeration of efforts to dislodge well-embedded object' < ?, cf. bah̄k, nihk

428. huhč 'enumeration of each movement during second grinding of corn' < tv -huc 'to grind corn the second time,' cf. p'uy, čew, noy, mihč

429. huhk 'enumeration of objects (animate) in seated, squatted, position' < pos. v. huhk*, cf. -huk 'to squat, be seated'), cf. tehk', tahč̄, čoh̄, čub', kah, koh, kuh, kuh̄', k'ihč, k'ahč, o'uhč, šohk', hoht', meh̄k, nahk, liht', wuhić

430. hub 'enumeration of ignition of fire, normally in house, by blowing' < tv -hub 'to ignite by blowing'; huhč', wel

431. huhč 'enumeration of actions of sharpening cutting instrument with file' < tv -huč 'to sharpen cutting instrument'

432. huhč 'enumeration of efforts of blowing on fire (as to cause it to burn)' < tv -huč', cf. -huhč'i 'to blow on fire'), cf. hub', wel

433. hum 'enumeration of groups of objects' < pos. v. hum*, cf. -human 'to group together'), cf. peht, p'oʔ, p'ol, tihi, šohp, šob', čah, čahk', hum, wehs

434. hul 'enumeration of pricks, short stabs with pointed object, as in blood letting' < tv -hul 'to prick, stab, let blood,' cf. ḍ'ahp, koč̄, koh̄, ḍ'uhp, seh̄k, hul, low

435. huy 'enumeration of actions, and/or result of action of bends in highly elastic objects' < tv -huy 'to bend highly elastic objects,' cf. p'ih, puhić, k'ahč
436. miht' 'enumeration of tightly bound pieces of flexible materials'
< tv -mit' 'to bind tightly,' cf. č'ohš, siht', miht'

437. miht' 'enumeration of tightly bound pieces of flexible materials'
< tv -mišt' 'to bind tightly,' cf. č'ohš, siht', miht'

438. miht' 'enumeration of objects crushed in fist' < tv mičtw, cf. (-mič'mu 'to crush in fist'), cf. muhč', mohč'

439. miht' 'enumeration of mixing with hand, elements in liquid' < ?, cf. puhk', kahp, mahš, wohš'

440. meht' 'enumeration of objects in extended, as opposed to seated, position' < pos. v. mečš, cf. (-meht' 'to make curves in objects'), cf. tehk', tahč', čohš, čub', keh, koh, kuh, kuhč', k'ahč', b'uhč, bohk', hoht', huhk, nahl, liht', wuhš'

441. meht' 'enumeration of curves in objects' < pos. v. mečš, cf. (-meht' 'to make curves in objects'), cf. p'uh, p'uhš, keh, b'ehč, b'ohč, mohč

442. mes 'enumeration of actions of sweeping' < tv -mes 'to sweep it'

443. mel 'enumeration of individual rows of objects in or within stacks' < ?

444. mel 'enumeration of times, occurrences, units (as pieces of work)' < ?

445. mahč' 'enumeration of bites of foods taken where only juices are ingested (as a bite of orange, when pulp is expectorated' < tv -mač' 'to take bites of food, the pulp,' cf. pahč', p'um, ti?', č'ahč, k'ahš, b'uhč', kahč', hom, nehč', nehs, nul, lo', we?

446. mahč' 'enumeration of marks left from bite of animals' < tv -mač' 'it bites it (i.e., animal')

447. mahk 'enumeration of objects covered over' < tv -mak 'to cover over,' cf. š'uhs, suhk, muhk
448. mahk' 'enumeration of objects cut horizontally' < tv 'to mark
'to produce horizontally-cut pieces,' cf. 'soht'

449. mah 'enumeration of blows' < tv -mah 'to strike' [if there were
a generalized verb 'to hit,' this would probably come closest
in semantic range], cf. puh, puh', puh', pum, p'ehš, t'ehš,
ten, t'en, t'ahš, t'ohš, t'os, t'ohs, šin, šan, č'hš, kan, lahč',
lohš, lohk, wohč'

450. mahe 'enumeration of mixing elements, usually corn dough in liquid'
< ?, cf. puhk', kahp', mihš, wohč

451. man 'enumeration of times bought' < tv -man 'to buy it,' cf. tuhk,
č'ah, con

452. mal 'enumeration of pours of liquid' < tv -mal 'to pour out liquid,'
 cf. 'īb', 'īy, 'īl, 'ub, 'uh, č'ohk', č'am, č'ol, k'eb',
'ehš', b'ihš, b'ur, wih, wič', yuhk'

453. moht' 'enumeration of actions of flinching from pain, blows, etc.'
< tv -mot' 'to flinch from pain'

454. mohe 'enumeration of actions of entering during sexual intercourse
(normally utilized in enumeration of sexual intercourse of
animals) < tv -meč 'to force into'

455. moheč 'enumeration of large curves in objects' < pos. v. meč*, cf.
(-mečan 'to make large curves in objects'), cf. p'uh, p'uhš,
keh, b'ehš, b'ohč, meč

456. moheč' 'enumeration of items crushed in fist' < tv meč' 'to crush
in fist,' cf. mihč', muheč'

457. mon 'enumeration of efforts to bring animals close by offering bait,
lures' < tv -mon 'to draw animals closer'

458. muht' 'enumeration of snuffing out flames, turning off flashlight'
< tv -mut' 'to put out, usually flames,' cf. šum, hahp,
hohč, hub', lem

459. muhe 'enumeration of foiled leaves, such as banana leaves' < tv
-muč 'to enroll'
460. muhspath enumeration of squinting, closing eyes < tv -muhspath to squint, close eyes, cf. p'il, p'al, ġuhk, ġ'or, ġ'ih, ġ'iw, muhspath, wihk.

461. muhcopath enumeration of items crushed in fist < tv muhco < tv -muhco to crush in fist; cf. mihcopath, mohcopath.

462. muhk enumeration of objects covered over < tv -muhk to cover over.

463. mul enumeration of times object placed in liquid < tv -mul to place object in liquid, cf. t'um.

464. muy enumeration of actions of mastication < tv -muy to masticate it.

465. niht enumeration of actions of pulling < tv -niht to pull it, cf. tahse', kit, kil, hohcopath, niht.

466. nihk enumeration of actions to dislodge embedded object < tv -nihk to make efforts to dislodge it, cf. bahcopath, huc.

467. nihse enumeration of actions of rubbing motions with fingertips < ?, cf. piht, pihcopath, pihk, pohse', puhcopath, p'or, hahcopath, noht', yam.

468. nil enumeration of sounds of thunder in the distance < ?, cf. s'ir, hir, har, nir, ner.

469. nir enumeration of sounds of objects dragged across floor < ?, cf. s'ir, hir, har, nil, ner.

470. neht enumeration of actions of pressing with ball of hand < tv -neht to press with ball of hand, cf. piht, pihcopath, pihk, pohcopath, puhcopath, p'or, hahcopath, nihse, yam.

471. nehcopath enumeration of actions of biting down on food, etc., objects but no ingestion < tv -nehcopath to bite down on it, cf. kahcopath, lahse'.
472. nehs 'enumeration of bites of fruit clinging to peel (as to banana peel, squash peel, etc.)' < tv -nes 'to eat parts of fruit clinging to peel,' cf. pahc', p'um', ti', s'hu', kahc', k'uhs, b'uhc', hahc', hom, mahc', nul, lo', we'

473. nel 'enumeration of actions of 180 degree change of direction of movement' < tv -nel 'to change direction by 180 degrees'

474. ner 'enumeration of sounds of objects dragged across floor,' < ? cf. s'ir, hir, har, nil, nir

475. nahp' 'enumeration of items stuck to surface' < tv -nap' 'to stick it to surface,' cf. pahk', c'ihk, nohč

476. nahk 'enumeration of objects in seated position' < pos. v. nakb, cf. (-nahkan 'to be seated'), cf. tehk', tahč', cohč, c'uhč', keh, kob, kuh, kuhč', k'ihč, k'ahč, b'uhč, s'ohk', hoht', huhk, mehč, liht', wuhč

477. nahk' 'enumeration of times hidden' < tv -nak' 'to hide it,' cf. sōm ~ sum, suh

478. noht 'enumeration of certain items in tied state, usually animate object' < tv -not 'to tie up, usually animate object,' cf. p'ohk, c'tāhk, c'ukč, s't', suht', hiht'

479. nohč 'enumeration of items stuck, i.e., to fingers' < tv -noč 'to stick it to fingers,' cf. pahk', c'ihk, nahp'

480. nol 'enumeration of small objects in spherical shape' < ? (apparently in free variation with wol), cf. photos in text; cf. tel, t'uhč', t'el, kuh, kul, k'ahč, k'ol, s'ehp, hen, les, len, wol

481. noy 'enumeration of each movement in third grinding of corn' < tv -noy 'to grind corn third time,' cf. p'uy, c'ew, huhč'

482. nuhp' 'enumeration of actions of blowing on fire, to cause to burn' < tv -nup' 'to make fire'

483. nuhč 'enumeration of actions of running animals (i.e., to chase them)' < tv -nuch' 'to chase animals'

484. nuhk' 'enumeration of sucks (on certain items), e.g., breast, cigarettes, straw' < tv -nuk' 'to suck on it,' cf. s'uhb', s'uhč', s'uhk, s'um, b'ihk', nuhk', lehk', loph
485. nuhā 'enumeration of actions in grinding' < tv -nuš 'to grind it,' cf. p'uy, čew, huhč', noy

486. nuh 'enumeration of actions of upending certain objects such as bowls, gourds, jars, etc.' < pos. v. nuh, cf. (nuhan 'to place in upended position')

487. nul 'enumeration of bites of grain-like foods (i.e., seeds, hard corn, etc.)' < tv -nul 'to eat grain-like foods,' cf. pahč', p'um, ti', c'u?, kahč, k'uhš, buhč', hahč', hom, mahč', nehs, lo', we?

488. liht 'enumeration of raises upon toes' < pos. v. lit*, cf. (-liht'an 'to raise upon toes'), cf. tehč', tabč', čohč, čub', keh, koh, kuh, kuhč', k'ihč, k'ahč, b'uhč, šohč', hoht', huhč, mohč', nahk, liht', wušč

489. lihč 'enumeration of thin, leaf-like objects fluttering in wind' < tv -lič 'to flutter in wind'

490. lihč' 'enumeration of objects in extended position' < tv -lič' 'to extend,' cf. pohč, pohk', k'ih, k'iy, lim

491. lihk 'enumeration of actions of raising up at extended length-like position' < tv -lik 'to lift, in extended position,' cf. toy, k'ehč, habč, lohč

492. lihk 'enumeration of lengths of rope-like materials' < tv -lik 'to hold out at arm's length, length-wise,' cf. pohč, pohč', puhš, tom, tuhč, čahp, k'am, kehč, b'ehč', šay, šhot, hil, yom

493. lim 'enumeration of objects in extended position' < tv -lim 'to extend,' cf. pohč, pohk', k'ih, k'iy, lihč

494. liw 'enumeration of openings of mouth, lips, etc.' < ?, cf. kahč, šehk, he?, ham, haw, hol, liw, lehč, low

495. lehp 'enumeration of loads, cargo as let down off back.' < pos. v. lep*, cf. (-lehp'an 'to let down cargo off back'), cf. š'al, šihkač, b'ahč

496. lehč 'enumeration of thin, leaf-like object' < tv -leč 'to make thin, leaf-like object,' cf. wel
497. lehč 'enumeration of action of opening skin of certain fruits, vegetables,' cf. pohč', hehč'

498. lehk 'enumeration of laps of liquid' < tv -lek' 'to lap liquid,' cf. ş'ub', ?uhč', ?uhk, ?um, b'ihk', nuhk', lohp

499. lehs 'enumeration of disk-shaped objects, watery consistency' < tv -les 'to form into disk-shape, watery consistency (cf. photos in text),' cf. tel, tuhč', t'el, kuh, kul, k'ahk, k'ol, sehپ, hen, noł, len, wol

500. lehš 'enumeration of actions of opening pliable materials' < ?, cf. kahč, šehk, he', ham, haw, hol, liw, lew

501. lem 'enumeration of action of igniting large, highly combustible materials' < -lem 'to ignite large, highly combustible materials,' cf. čum, hahp, hohč, hub', muht'

502. len 'enumeration of objects in disk-shape, semi-watery consistency' < pos. v., len, cf. (-lenan 'to form into disk-shape, semi-watery consistency,' cf. photos in text), cf. tel, tuhč', t'el, kuh, kul, k'ahk, k'ol, sehپ, hen, noł, les, wol

503. lew 'enumeration of actions of opening' < tv -lew 'to open it,' cf. kahč, šehk, he', ham, haw, hol, liw, lehš

504. lahп 'enumeration of action of putting on clothing' < tv -lap 'to put on clothing'

505. laš 'enumeration of individual items in stacks of evenly-stacked items (cf. laž) < tv -laš 'to stack evenly,' cf. tčl, lahп, lam

506. laž 'enumeration of individual stacks of evenly stacked groups of items (cf. laş) < tv -laž 'to stack evenly,' cf. tčl, laž, lam

507. laž 'enumeration of objects and/or actions on objects held between the teeth' < tv -laž 'to hold it between teeth,' cf. kahč', nehč'
508. lahc 'enumeration of thin, flexible items in vertical position, as ears of rabbit, leaves on corn, etc.' < tv -lač 'to stand in vertical position'

509. lahc' 'enumeration of blows with rope-like objects' < tv -lač' 'to strike with rope-like materials,' cf. puh, puhč, pub', pum, p'ehš, t'ehš, ten, t'en, t'ahš, t'ohš, t'os, t'ohs, čin, čan, č'tih, kan, koh, kuh, b'ah, him, mah, lahc', lohc, lohk, wohč'

510. lam 'enumeration of individual items, in stacks' < pos. v. lam*, cf. (-lamon 'to stack'), cf. čal, lač, lahč

511. lohp 'enumeration of large swallows of liquid' < tv -lop 'to take large swallows,' cf. č'ub', čuhč', čuhk, čum, b'ihk', nuhč, lehk'

512. loht 'enumeration of actions of squeezing items between legs' < tv -lot! 'to squeeze between legs'

513. lohc 'enumeration of blows with hand (on face)' < tv -loč 'to strike with hand on face,' cf. puh, puhč, pub', pum, p'ehš, t'ehš, ten, t'en, t'ahš, t'ohš, t'os, t'ohs, čin, čan, č'tih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, him, mah, lohc, wohč'

514. lohc 'enumeration of action of raising, use of both hands under object' < tv -loč 'to raise by placing both hands under object,' cf. toy, k'ehč, háhc, lihk

515. lohk 'enumeration of action of kicking,' < tv -lok 'to kick at it,' cf. puh, puhč, pub', pum, p'ehš, ten, t'ehš, t'en, t'ahš, t'ohš; t'os, t'ohs; čin, čan, č'tih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, him, mah, lohc, wohč'

516. lohk' 'enumeration of actions of payment of taxes' < tv -lok' 'to pay taxes'

517. lo? 'enumeration of bites of soft food, primarily fruits' < tv -lo? 'to take bites of soft food, fruits,' cf. pahč', p'um, ti?, č'u?, k'uhš, b'uhč', háhc', hom, mahč', nehs, nul, lo?, we?

518. loh' 'enumeration of actions of stabbing, as to dispatch cattle, fowl, etc.' < tv -loh 'to dispatch cattle, fowl, by stabbing,' cf. č'ahp, koč', kohč', č'uhp, sehč', hul, huht
519. luhp 'enumeration of actions of taking out of one container and placing in another' < -lup 'to take out of container, place in other,' cf. luhč

520. luht' 'enumeration of action of closing mouth of net bag' < tv lut 'to close mouth of net bag by sewing,' cf. ʃoy, yub'

521. luhč 'enumeration of items carried hidden in clothing' < tv -luč 'to carry hidden in clothing,' cf. ʃuhp

522. luhc 'enumeration of actions of taking out of one container, placing in another' < tv -luč 'to take from one container and place in another,' cf. luhp

523. luhk 'enumeration of actions of hooking items with hook-like instrument (the luk)', < tv -luk 'to use hook-like instrument'

524. luhš 'enumeration of actions of choking, as in efforts to kill' < tv -luš 'to choke to kill'

525. wihč 'enumeration of very small drops of liquid, as vapor drops' < ?, cf. t'ib', t'ay, t'ul, ʃuh, ʃ'uh, ʃohk', ʃ'am, ʃ'ol, k'eb', ʃehš, b'ihš, b'ur, mal, wih, yuhk'

526. wihk 'enumeration of action of opening eyes' < tv -wik 'to open eyes,' cf. p'ilp, p'al, ʃuhk, ʃ'o?, ʃ'ih, ʃ'iw, muhš'

527. wih 'enumeration of spurts of liquid' < tv -wih 'to spew liquid,' cf. t'ib', t'ay, t'ul, ʃuh, ʃ'uh, ʃohk', ʃ'am, ʃ'ol, k'eb', ʃehš, b'ihš, b'ur, mal, wihš, yuhk

528. wil 'enumeration of short jumps of objects (stone on water, drops on stone, etc.)' < tv -wil 'to make small jumps,' cf. p'iht, p'ahš

529. wehč 'enumeration of actions of forceful pressings on partially filled containers (so as to make room for additional materials)' < tv -wač 'to press forcefully'

530. we? 'enumeration of bites of food, primarily bread-like (i.e., tortillas, bread, etc.)' < tv -we? 'to eat bread-like foods,' cf. pahš', p'um, ti?, ʃ'u?, kahš, k'uhš, b'uhš', hahš', hom, mahš', nehš, nul, lo?
531. *wehs* 'enumeration of groups of items' ≪ tv -**wees** 'to group together,' cf. peht, p'o', p'ol, tihk', chéh, chob', chab', chah', hum

532. *wehs* 'enumeration of cutting, scrapping actions' ≪ tv -**wees** 'to cut, scrap,' cf. p'ahs, p'ahs', tubč', tuy, kehs, kehs', seht', seht', sew, hihs, hehs, hohs, hohs

533. *wel* 'enumeration of actions of fanning to fire so as to cause it to burn' ≪ tv -**wel** 'to fan to cause to burn,' cf. huhč', hub'

534. *wel* 'enumeration of small, thin, leaf-like pieces of materials,' ≪ tv -**wel** 'to tear, take small, thin, leaf-like pieces,' cf. lehc

535. *wahk* 'enumeration of actions of breaking off limbs, etc., at base' ≪ tv -**wak** 'to break off at base,' cf. hehk, haht'

536. *wahs* 'enumeration of large, bulky items in vertical position' ≪ pos. v. waš, cf. (-**wahsan** 'to place in vertical position')

537. *wah* 'enumeration of times sowed, as a field' ≪ tv -**wah** 'to sow seeds,' cf. 'aw

538. *wohč* 'enumeration of heaps of garbage' ≪ tv -**woč** 'to make heaps of garbage,' cf. ch'eh

539. *wohč* 'enumeration of actions of mixing corn dough in water to make posole' ≪ tv -**woč** 'to make posole,' cf. puhk', kahp', mihč, mahč

540. *wohč* 'enumeration of blows in breaking up cane, etc.' ≪ tv -**woč** 'to crush cane by striking,' cf. puh, puhč, pah', pum, p'ehs, ten, t'ehs, t'en, t'ahs, t'ohč, t'os, t'ohs; čin, čan, č'ih, kan, k'oh, kuh, b'ah, him, mah, lohč, lohk

541. *wohč* 'enumeration of times changed, as money' ≪ tv -**woč** 'to change it, e.g., money,' cf. hel

542. *wohč* 'enumeration of items expanded with air, as blister, balloon, kidney sacs, etc.' ≪ ?

543. *woh* 'enumeration of hanging groups of fruit' ≪ ?, cf. pal, čeh
544. w̱ol 'enumeration of objects in small sphere shape' < tv -w̱ol 'to form into sphere shape (apparently in free variation with nol)' cf. photos in text; cf. ṯel, tuẖ̱, c'el, kuh, k'ol, sehp, hen, nol, les, len

545. wuh' 'enumeration of seated objects' < pos. v. w̱uh', cf. -(wuh')an 'to be seated'), cf. tehk', tah'c', coh', c'ub', koh, koh, kuh', k'ih', k'ah', b'uh', s'oh', hoht', huhk, meht, nahk, liht', s'eh'

546. wuh' 'enumeration of actions of downward pressing' < tv -wuh' 'to press downward'

547. wuhk' 'enumeration of pieces of broken items' < tv -wuhk' 'to break into pieces,' cf. t'ěl, toẖ, t'uhs, k'al, š'oh, š'eh', wuhk', wuy

548. wuy 'enumeration of objects broken in half' < tv -wuy 'to break in half,' cf. t'ěl, toh, t'uhs, k'al, š'eh, š'eh', wuhk'

549. yahk 'enumeration of times trapped' < tv -yah 'to trap it,' cf. yohk

550. yam 'enumeration of stroking with palm of hand' < tv -yam 'to stroke with palm of hand,' cf. pih', pihc', pihk, poh', puhc', p'eh', hahc', nih', nehr'

551. ya'el 'enumeration of momentary occurrences' (occurs only with numeral h- 'one')

552. yohc 'enumeration of action of loosening, especially rope-like materials' < tv -yohc 'to become loosened,' cf. rov, kahc', koh, kohc', b'ohc'

553. yohk 'enumeration of times trapped with lasso-like trap' < tv -yohk 'to trap with lasso-like trap,' cf. yahk

554. yohk'yuhk' 'enumeration of actions of shaking bottle partially filled with liquid' < tv -yohk 'yuhk' 'to shake bottle partially filled with liquid'

555. yam 'enumeration of bundles of flexible, lengthy materials' < tv -yam 'to form into bundles, flexible lengthy materials,' cf. pihc, pohc', puhc, tom, tuh, c'ahc, k'am, k'ahc, b'ehc', s'ay, š'oh, hil, lihk
556. yub' 'enumeration of actions of closing mouth of net bag' < tv -yub'
   'to close mouth of net bag,' cf. əoy, luht'

557. yuhk' 'enumeration of pours of liquid' < tv yuhk', cf. {-yuk'i
   'to pour out liquids,' cf. t'ib, t'ay, t'ul, əuh, ə'uh, əohk',
   ċ'am, ċ'ol, k'eb', əeh', b'ihs, b'ur, mal, wib, wih'
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